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Statistical validation of ChIP peaks
After alignment, peaks were called using MACS v2.1.0 [64] . Statistic validation of peaks was performed using the IDR method with ENCODE recommendations [65] . ChIP in a strain h 90 , mat1M ∆2-3 and mat1P ∆2-3 were considered biological replicates for the whole genome since only 10 kb of the silenced donor regions differ. Peaks were called on individual duplicates (h 90 and mat1M ∆2-3 sequencing were used) and were called on pseudo-replicates. Pseudo-replicates consist of 2 files that result from merging of biological replicates and their random separation. Irreproducibility Discovery Rate (IDR) was calculated as described by the ENCODE Consortium [65] . The lists of peaks of the biological replicates were challenged with the lists of the pseudo-replicates. This comparison permits to obtain a low IDR threshold that permits to extract the significant peaks (Supplementary Figure S4 and Supplementary Table S1).
5' count analysis and statistical validation
5' nucleotides were extracted from alignments using a custom script (available upon request). Statistical analysis was performed on a coverage file non-normalized of the 5' count in R. The p-value was calculated using a negative binomial distribution in R (fdist lowtail = FALSE (fitdistrplus)). The theoretical t-student distributions were calculated using the whole genome data ( Figure 5 and 6) or on the 10 kb containing mat1 data (Figure 7 and 8) .
Data and R scripts are available upon request. Raw sequencing data will be available on the NCBI database. 
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